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The following' and summaries have been prepared
from publications relat^/g to soil corrosion of ferrous and
non-ferrous metals and are intended to pive a fairly complete
outline of recent investigations in this field„ They do not
fully cover the various theories of corrosion, but apply more
particularly to practical investigations under field conditions,
Miere more detailed Inform.ation is desired, the unrJbridged
articles should be consulted.

Bureau of Standards publications referred to m.ay be obtained
from, the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.G,, at the prices indicated below, or may be found
in libraries in m.any cities^ A complete journal reference for
each paper is given in the text. The prices quoted, are for de-
liverj/' to addresses in the United States and its possessions,
Canada, Cuba, Mexico, Newfoundland, and the Republic of Panam.a;
for delivery to other countries add one-third of price of paper
in your remittance. Remittances .should be made payable to the
"Superintendent of Docum.ents, Government Printing Office, Wash-
ington, D,Go" and sent, to him with the order,

Logan, E.H., S, P. Ewing, and G. Cc Yeomans, Bureau of
Standards soil corrosion studies, I, Soils, mat erials and. re-
sults of early observations. Tech. Pap. BS £2, 4^7 (1927^1925);
T36S,

Logan, K.H., and V. A. Grodaky. Soil corrosion studies,
1930 -- Rates of corrosion and hitting of bare ferrous specimens.
BSJ. Research 7, 1 ( 193I); RP329, lOp.

Logan, KcHc, Soil corrosion studies - Nonferrous metals and
alloys, metallic coatings and soecially prepared pipes removed in
1930 , BSJ. Research 7/ 535 (1931); HP359, 10?^.

Logan, K.Hc, and R.H, Taylor, Soil corrosion studies 1932.
Rates of loss of weierht and pitting of ferrous and non ferrous
apecimens and metallic protective coatings, BS J. Research 12

,

119 ,( 193^); RP638 ,
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D'-.^nison, I<,A.o,, n.nd R. B. Hobbs, Corrosion of ferrous metals
in acid soils. JoResearch NB3 lj_j 125 (193^0} RP696, 5/<>

Logan, K.H.j Soil-corrosion studies 193^'> Rates of loss of
weight rcnd pitting of ferrou.s specimens. NBS J. Research 16 ,

431 (1936); RP2g3.

Denison, I. A., Electrolytic measurement of the corrosiveness
of soils. NBS cT. Research 363 (1936); RP916, 5/«

Logan, FAIL 3oll--corrosion studies 193^' Rates of loss of
weight and penetration of non-ferrous materials, NBS J. Research
17, 721 (1936); RP94b, 10/,

Logan, K.H, and Swing, S.P, Soil corrosion studies 1934,
Field tests of non-bitunilnous coatings for underground use,
NBS J, Research 1^, 361.(1937); RP922, lOp,

Logan, KcHc Soil corrosion studies 1934, Bituminous coat-
ings for underground use, NBS J, Research 19, 695 (1937)

J

RP1052, 10/..

1. . Shipley
,

JN.7., (Uni'^
’ ersity of- Manitoba) ,

The corrosion of c ast
iron and lead pipes in alkaline soils, J, Soc. Chem. Ind, ,~4l,

111 (September SO, 1922),

Summary on corrosion of cast iron. (l) The corrosion of cast
iron by soil salts is of the gro.phitic softening type, (2) Mag-
nesium. salts are the most corrosive of the soil salts, and mag-
nesium , .sulphate is the m-ost effective of the salts experimented
with. (3) Local action Induced by naturally occurring concentra-
tion cells may easily be a factor in the soil corrosion of oast
iron pipes. (4) The presence of calcium sulphate in a limy silt
soil gives a slight acidity to the ground waters. ('5) Auto-
corroslon of the cast iron is promoted by this acidity of the
ground waters due to the stimulation provided to the graphite-
iron galvanic cou’ple by the presence , of the hydrogen ion. Iron
more readily displaces hydrogen when the latter is present in the
ionic condition.

The soil corrosion of iron structures is thus seen to be an
electrochemical process, complicated by its dependence upon sev-

.

eral variables, of which the composition of the metal in the
structure, tne nature of th.e soil in contact with the metal, and
the movements of the ground waters are the most important.
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Summary on corrosion of lead. (l) Solt solutions attack
lead, a Crarbonate of lead being the final product when exposed
to the cOir, (P) Sodivim carbonate ’"on s the most corrosive of the
salts experimented with. ( 3 ) Lead cathodes exposing an area of

37*5 square centimeters are not attacked bj'' currents of from 4-

to 10 milliamperes, (4-) "Coefficients of corrosion" are not ap-
plicable to electrochemical decomposition. ( 5 ) Ihe presence of
ammonium nitrate appears to -inhibit corrosion by the formation
of a protective coaiting of lead oxide over the surface. S' -oh a
protective coating may only be temporary. ( 6 ) The soils of the
Winnipeg district have a decidedly corrosive action on lead,
the nature of the corrosion being usually tha.t of a, crater-like
pitting of the surface, with or without an adhering deposit of
lead sulphate or carbonate. ( 7 ) Contact with a foreign sub-
stance localizes the ccri'osion. (3) T.'ie cause of the corrosion
may be attributed to local galvanic action due to differences
in the physical structure of the lead, to the presence of im-
purities lodged bet’xeen the crystals of the It'.ad, or to concen-
tration cell effects.

2 . Shipley, J.W. , I. R. McHaffie, and N.D.Cl are (University of
Manitoba)

, Corrosion of iron i n absence of oxygen. Ind.
Eng. Chern., ]J,~“3gl '( April 1925).

The corrosion of iron in the absence
to the hydrogen-ion concentration down to
gen evolution and solution of iron cease.

The rate of corrosion in the absence of- oxygen is determined
by the hydrogen-ion concentration, and th : a-i tinuance of the cor-
rosion by the total available acidity. If h.-.e solution in con-
tact with the iron is not buffered, corrosion -^''''.l continue, but
at a diminishing rate and diminishing hydrogen ' n concentration
until a pH of 9.4 is reached.

Oxidation of iron requires a poten.tial a little less than
the potential required for the evolution of hydrogen. Consequent-
ly, in the presence of oxygen, hydrog’en v/ill not be evolved at
a H-ion concentration corresponding to the solubility of ferric
hydroxide or lo^’^er.

The submerged corrosion of iron embedded in impervious clay
is due ( 1 ) to the buffer action of the clay at a H-lon concentra-
tion sufficiently acidic in the absence of oxygen to produce the
evolution of hydrogen, and ( 2 ) to t-lie lowering of hydrogen over-
voltage by the thin film of solution on the extremeljr fine sub-
division of the clay in contact with tlie metal.

of oxygen is proportional
a pH -'f 9 . 4

,
when hydro-
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The location of pits is determined by the constituents of
j

the iron. Wiien oxygen is ore sent the migration of electrically
charged colloidal particles of ferric hydroxide to cathodic
areas on the metal perpetuates and enlarges these' cathodic areas.
The m.et.^1 underneath becom.es anodic. If the noncorrod.ible con-
stituonts are sufficiently cohesive, as is the case in gray cast
iron, grcophitic softening rather than pitting of produced, and no

I

holing of the metal results. •
.

'

I

3 , Holler, H.D., Bureau of Standards, Corrosiveness of soils with
|

respect .to iron and steel. Ind. Eng’. Chem, 21, 7?0 TAug. 1929).
1

A method of studying soil corrosion based on the relation of
;

salt content, acidity, and corrosi‘''’eness of soil to rainfall is
;

suggested. The corrosiveness of soils as indicated by the ini-
!

tial losses of buried specimens in humid areas of the United r

States has been correlated with their acidity,
I

The total acidity of soils may be estimated by hitration 'i

using the hydrogen ele.ctrode; and also by comparing the pH value ’

of the soil in water and in a potassium chloride sol.ution. A
:

relation
, exist s between the ability of a soil to react on iron

1

with libercstion of hydrog’en and its total acidity as indicateBd
by titration;

The corrosiveness of a soil in humid regions mwy possibly be
indicated by its total acidity or by its rction on iron v-ith
evolution of hyd.roren.

i

h . Log,an, K.H,, S, P^ _3v[ing_j_jind_G^_ D. Yeomans
,
Bureau of Standardt ii

soil-corrosion studies . I So il s, mater i al s and results of !

'

early observations. Tech. Pap, BS 457"Tl927-A922)
;

T362 .

This is the first report of an extensive investigation of soil!
cori'osion which the Bureau of Standards started in 192^. At that
time a large num.ber of specimens of .different commercial pipe .

materials were buried in ^1-7 loca.tions throughout th_e country rep- ill

resenting a wide varietur of soil types. A list and description
of the materials under test is gi'^.^en, as well as a tec'hJiical
description of the I7 soils.

At approximately two-year intorvols representative sarmoles
have been removed and the extent of corrosion carefully deter-
m.ined. Exam, in at ions after 1, 2, .and 4 years permit no definite
conclusions to be drawn regar,iing the corrodibility’’ of different
metals of similar groups. Tjie work thus far shows tha.t the type
of corrosion of a gro’up is influenced by the n.-'t’ure of the soil.
Most soils are b/ut slightly corr osive. In many cases the corro-
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sion rate and pitting rate fall off with tine, G-alA^^anized pipes
are in general more resistant to, corrosion than untreated plpeo
The corrosiveness decreases- with- increasing* weight of zinc coat-
ing. .Some soils corrosive to steel cause the formation of a pro-
tective film on' zinc whic'h affords good protection. Thin bitu-
minous coatings-ovieid insuff icient protection against severely
corrosive soils, probably because of the poor methods available
for application. Lead a.nd -zinc fail, by pitting in some soils,
and aiunin'ura is readily cottacked. Copper and high-copper alloys
a.re genercolly resistant in all soilso The investigation has not
proceeded sufficiently far to warrant definite, concludlons to be
drawn regarding the relative merits of metcdls of the sam.e type,

3 . Logan , K.H. , and '^t. A . G-rodsky
,
Soil-corro sion studies, 1 9 30

•

-
Rates of corrosi o n .and pitting o f bare ferrous specimens, 'BS
J, Research 7, ],Tl931) ;

RP529'.

This is p report of the B'areau of Stp=ndards soil corrosion
studies based on the inspection of specimens hhich had been in
the ground eight years.. The results in general confirm the con-
clusions rea.ch'ed after previous i-nspections, hs reported in Tech-
nologic Paper No, 360. Thro'ugho'it the eig'ht years during which
the specimens haave been exposed, characteristics of the soil
rather than of the feri'ous materials ,'have controlled the kind
and extent of the corrosion. Because there is a possibility
that at later periods differences in the materials will result
in a.ppreclable differences in rates of corrosion, the Bureau
believes that it should not make com.parisons of materials at
this time; moreover the data now _ available do not indicate that
any one of these i.s best for all soil conditions. So far, ma-
terirPls which appear best under one soil condition have appeared
inferior to some ot'her m.aterial in a. different soil.

k statistical study of the data shows that the standard
error for the a.verage 'perform-ance of any one m.aterlcal in all
soils is between 6 -and IG percent, Co.nsid.ering the c'hiiracter
of the investigation and the number of -ancon trolled v.ariables
that influence the rates 'Of corrosion, the precision of the data
appe,a.rs somewhat better than was expected. It should be remem-
bered, however, that the data record only what 'has happened and
not what will be the result at the concliusion of the work.

Rates of corrosion vary somewhat from ybf-t to year because
of settling of the trench in whic'h the specimens were buried
and changes in the supply of m.oist-are<, There is no constant
relation between the rate at vinic'h specimens lose Weight and
the rate at which the depth of pits increases. Some soils
cause the materials to pit b<adly, although the pitting results
in comparatively little loss of V'^eight. In other soils the
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corrosion is nore uriifornly distributed over the surface of the
material, and a considerable loss of weight occurs with a low
rate of penetration. As, in most installations of pipe, much
thicker material is used than is necessarjr to withstand the
pressure of the fluid carried, the loss of weight is not of
great importance if uniformly distributed, but the formation
of even a few deep pits may be a serious matter.

Rate of pitting, therefore, rather than rate 'of loss of
weight is frequently the best indication of the corrosiveness
of a soil. While data to be secured later may indicate relative
merits of materials, tiie data so far obtained are chiefly valu-
able in connection with the study of field miethods for determin-
ing soil corrosivity. When these methods are further developed,
it v/ill be practicable to make a soil-corrosion survey, from
the results of which the owner can tell w'hether he should use
a corrosion-resistant pipe material or apply a protective coat-
ing to his line,

6 . Logan

,

K.H, , Soil -corrosion studies.- Nonferrous metals and
alloys, metallic coatings and specially prepared pipes removed
in 1930, BS J. Research 7 , 5^5 (193IJ ;

RP359.

The information concerning soils which has been obtained as
the result of the Bureau’s soil-corrosion Investigations makes it
clear that the rate of corrosion of any metal exposed to soil can
not be accurately expressed by a single figure or nroup of fig-
ures. On account of the variations found in all soils, the in-
fluence of t'he character of the soil differences in contact be-
tiyeen the soil and the metal, changes in the supply of oxygen
and moisture, and the effects of t'he corrosion products, the
best that can be hoped for is an expression representing the
average rate of loss of weight or pitting accom.oanied by a
figure for the standard deviation, probable error, or some
other expression indicating how much the behavior of any
single specimen miay be expected to differ from the behavior
of the average of a representative group of specimiens.

Average values sufficiently accurate to show small differ-
ences in the perf orm.a.nce of competing materials can only be se-
cured through the testing of a very large number of specimens.
Since in any one case any material may prove considerably better
or worse than the average, it is doubtful whether the drawing
of fine distinctions between m.aterials would be of practical
value except for tne consumers of very large quantities of
materials. Attention should, therefore, be directed chiefly
to the unmistakable differences between different kinds of ma-
terials rather than to possible small differences between nearly
similar materials.
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The most general conclusion to be drawn from the data is
that for best results the material must' be chosen to fit the
soil in which it is to serve, since no one material is best for
all soil conditionsc Another general conclusion is that small
differences in the data should not be considered significant,
since it is Im/probable that a reoetition of the test would
:/ield identical results.

In nearl-y all soils copper and alloys high in copper resist
corrosion v/ell o Muntz m.etal shows at least slight dezincifica-
tlon after six years burial in ha,If of the soils investigated
and serious de zincif icat ion in a few of themu

In nearly all of the soils considered., lead corroded much
less rapidly than iron or steel. The rates of pitting of comi-

mercial lead, specimens were 3 mils per year or greater in 25
percent of the soils. The l.ead containing antimony showed rates
of oitting greeter than 3 mils p'-u’ year in nearly 50 percent of
the test locations.

The outer metallic ribbon of the oarhway cable showed cor--

rosion in most test loca.tlonso The inner ribbon was somiewhat
less corroded. Serious pitting of the lead sheath occurred only
in the soil containing alhail carbonates.

All of the m^etallic coatings tested appea.red to increase the
life of the material to wnich thej^ were applied. Comparison of
the effectiveness of t.he metallic coatings is difficult beca.use
they differed, in thichness. All coatings showed, evidences of de-
terioration in severah soils. In m.ost of the soils, there was
no evidence that the rate of penetration by pitting increased
after the lead coatinw h.ad been punctured. The possibility is
suggested thr-it the relative positions of lea.d and iron in the
electrochemical series depends upon the soil in which specimens
composed of lead and iron are placed. The precision of the data
is insufficient to show at this time v'hetJier one base material
is better than another for galvanized sheets to be used under-
ground, but it a.ppecs.rs that any difference which may exist is
not great.

7. Bridge, A.F., and F. A. Hough, Copper pipe for gas distribution .

G-as Age Record, 5b 3 ~^P^i^- 23, 1932 ).

General Conclusions,’ ( 1 ) In many corrosive soils the rate of
corrosion of copper is less than that of steel by an amount suf-
ficient to justify its use for gas services and for two-inch and
three-inch mains, provided internal corrosion is not a limiting
factor, ( 2 ) If, in a gi-'.’-en soil, copper does corrode rapidly,
usually an a.lloy high i.n copper content can be found to vAhlch
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conclusion (l) applies. ( 3 ) Copper pipe is probably unsuited
for underground pipe in areas where strcoy current electrolysis
is severe, (4) Copper pioe should not be used to distribute gas
containing as much as one grain of hydrogen sulphide per 100
cubic feet, unless the ga.s is dry, (C) Undehydrated oil gas
as ordinarily purified, will corrode copper pipe, ( 6 ) The cor-
rosion of copper pipe by purified but undehydrat ed oil gas, is
more rapid than that due to many corrosive soils. (7) Dehydra-
tion greatly reduces the rate at which the corrosive gases,
normallj^ present in purified manufactured gas, attack copperc
(2) From, the standpoint of both mechanical strength and soil
corrosion resistance, a wall thickness of 0 ,C 65 inch (No ,16 gage)
is sufficient for cop'oer gas mains and services three inches in
diameter and smaller, (9) Brazed joints are satisfactory for
copper pipe in soils that do not tend to dezincify bronze,
( 10 ) Soldered copper-sleeve joints appear to be satisfactory
for both mains and services in all soils, (11 ) When a red'uction
in pipe size is permissible, it is pra.ctical and economical to
replace old mains and services b^y using them, for conduits for
copper pipe, thus avoiding much cutting of pavement and lawns,
( 12 ) Because of the low cost of installatioii, the use of copper
pipe inside existing steel mcains and services is fully justified,
regardless of the rate at which the soil attacks steel. (I 3 )

When chemical and physical conditions are such that copper pipe
can be used, it is economically sound at novr existing prices,
to use it for two-inch end three-inch m.alns in soils where the
life of wrapped steel mains is less than 19 years, and for ser-
vices in locations w^iere wrapped steel services have an expec-
tancy less than 22 3^ears, (ik) If the mains and services are
to be installed under expensive pavement, the required life for
wrapped steel m.ains given in item No. 12 above, is Increased to
22 years and that for services, to 25 years,

2. Scot t
,

G, N,, Adju s tmient of soil corrosion-pit depth measure-
ments for size of saim.ple, Proc, Am.Pet.Instc l4-

, 20^ (T933) •

About 2,200 pit-depth measurements on smiall Isolated speci-
mens and 7 actual operating pipe lines have been studied writh
reference to their significance as a mieasure of soil corrosion,

1. The important facts upon which this paper is based are:
(a) Fit-depth m;easurem.ent s involve the selection of the

deepest pit from an arra^/’ of individuals,
(b) The value obtained for the deepest pits is dependent

upon the size of the sample (number of specimens or
surface extent) from which it is selected.

2, These generalizations lead, for a^nj^ rational distribution
of pit depths, to the following qualitative axioms stated in terms
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of the problem at hrnd; all other things being equal, and in the
long run:

(a) The larger the number of specimens, the deeper the
maximum, pit that vrlll be obtained,

(b) The larger the size of the specimen, the deeper the
maximum pit and-'the larger the average maximum pit,

(c) The larger the area (diameter and length) of a pipe
line, the deeper the maximum pit, and the average of
a number of deepest pits from a number of equiva-
lent areas, and the shorter the time for the first
puncture of the pipe wall.

3» The quantitative relation between the average deepest pit
and the number or area of the specimens will depend upon the law
of distribution of pit depths (shape of the distribution curve).
For the distributions of pit depths considered in this investiga-
tion an empirical llnea,r relation between the logarithms of
average pit depths and area reproduces the experimental data
satisfactorily for all practical purposes within moderate ranges
of area. The formula log P = a log A + log b where P is the
average maximum pitting on each of a number of specimens of
area A and a and b are parameters. This equation can be trans-
formed into

Po A.

A.

where P^ .. and P^ are average maximum pit depths on areas A^ and
A2 . The parameters a and b are functions of soil and pipe coh'
ditions.

4-, The distributions of pit depths on pipe lines apparently
vary with the character of the pipe material and the character
of the soil, but have two noteworthy characteristics in common.

(a) The distribution curve is asymmetrical, the range
of the pit depths less than the average being invariably
smaller than the range of the pit depth greater than the
average.

(b) The spread of the pit depths (standard deviation of
the distribution) is large in comparison to the average
magnitude of the effect (mean) itself.

5 . Two illustrations of the practical use of the pit depth-
area relation have been given in detail.

(a) An economical m.ethod employing a limited number of
measurements for obtaining a figure for the average maxi-
mum pitting, associated wath a given area, of a section of
pipe line has been suggested and Illustrated,
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(b) Factors by which data on pit depths obtained from
small soil-corrosion specimens must be multiplied to con-
vert these data to a basis comparable to vfhat y/ould be ob-
tained for the average pitting on 20-ft lengths of 2-in,
pipe have been calculated for a set of assumed conditions.

6,- Since average m.aximum pit-depth measurements har^e little
or no significance unless the area over which the measurements
are made is specified, it has beeii suggested;

(a) That pit depth be taken -consecutively on each -running
foot of pipe, writhi-n the extent of the inspection hole, and
that preferably 2 o-r more, but certainly/’ not less than 4-,

such measurements be taken per hole,
(b) That all pit-deoth m.easurement s on pipe lines be

corrected to a standard area of 4-3.16 sq ft corresponding
to a 20-ft length of 2-in. pipe when comparison with data
from different sources. is intended.

9 . Scott, G.N., A preli minary study of rate of p j.t ting of iron
pipe in soils. Proc. Am.. Pet. Inst,, TT, 212 Ti933) »

Pit depth measurements are usually reported as rates, i.e,
pit depths divided by tim.e. Since it is now well established
that the corrosion time curve for iron in soil is far from lin-
ear, this method of reporting results is misleading. As the
theoretical derivation of a quantitative relation wrould involve
several factors, it is much simpler to find an empirical equa-
tion ¥/hich aoproximat ely fits the available data. The equation

LIT
P = expresses rouahl;/ the relation between depth of pitting

and timie for a considerable number of soil conditions. In this
equation P = pit depths, T = tim.e, IJ and B are parameters depend-
ing on soil or- other conditions. The value of B is usual], y ap-
proxlm.ately 3» U is the ultlm_ate value of P,

Substituting the wall thickness of the pipe W for P and
the time for puncture L for T the above equation can be written

, m
^ -

U-W

wehich gives the time to puncture of a pine of known wall thick-
ness when the soil parrameters are known.

The paper also g-:ives e.xplcunat ions for
of pitting w/ith tirae.

the chajige in rates
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1

0

, Lorari, K.H, , The use of Burea'i of Standards soil corro s ion
data In the design and protection of pipe lines-. Ar:^. So c.
Test. Mtls. Trans. 3^ , Part 2

,
I38 (l93^)

•

The average maximum pit on a group of specimens increases
with the erea of the individual specimens. The pitting rates
in the Bureau of Standards date are based on what is- approxi-
mately equivalent to . the observation ' of the m.aximum. pit -on O.23
sq ft of pipe surface,

.
This is equivalent to the observation

of' the deepest pit on 0.1 linear foot of 8-inch pipe or the
averaging of the ten deepest pits per foot of such pipe. The
magnitude of this value is obviou.sly less tha.n .the single deep-
est pit on a length of pipe. In aoplying Bureau daita to the
estimation of the life of a pipe line fhe data gi'^'^en must there-
fore be adjusted to take account of the area of pipe involved.

The dispersion of the data, is such as to make impossible
detection of small differences in the performa.nce of different
materials. Since the uniformity of conditions under .which the
Bureau tests were conducted is greater than that of conditions
to which working lines are exposed, the dispersion of the Bureau
data also indicates that, no conclusions should be drawn from
the relative performcance of a very limited number of field ob-
servations.

The Burea^-u data indicate that in most of the test locations
the rates of corrosion during the first four j^’eatrs were greater
than the rates for longer periods. Curves showing the relation
of pit depth to time for the first ten years are hyperbolic in
form but if only tne data, for specim.ens four years old or older
are considered straight lines indiCrate the progress of pitting
as well as any other form of curve. It is possible therefore
tha,t if the pitting over a long period is to be considered a
stradglit line can be used to express the corrosion-time rela-
tion without appreciable error although the line would not pass
tnroug'h the origin of the coordinates.

Corrosion on pipe lines may be more rapid than that on the
Bureau specimens in similar soils because of additional factors
tending to destroy the lines.

If the rela.tively rapid corrosion during the first few years
•after a pipe is buried is due to differential aeration of the
pipe resulting from non-homogeneous backfill a coating which
will protect the pipe until the soil has settled around it will
extend the life of the pipe longer than the time required for
the coating to deteriorate.
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11. Shepard, S.R.
,
Some factors involved In soil corrosion,

Ind. Eng. Ghern. “2^ 7^3 TJuly"^ 193^) •

The rate of penetration from soil corrosion ,is affected by
tne character of the corrosion. Uniform corrosion progresses
at a much slo'.’'fer rate of penetration than localized pitting.
The reason for this is to be found in the character of the
electric circuits invole^ed in the, t’.eo types of corrosion.
Electric currents which take the form of radial stream lines
from the surface of a pipe, and thereby produce, uniform corro-
sion, encounter a very much higher circuit resista.nce than
currents which assume divergent stream.

, lines such as occur in
pitting action. Mathema.tical relations between current den-
sities and other factors are developed.

Other things being equal, the density of dischargre of cur-
rent from the surface of a pipe to a remote ground is inversely
proportional to the diameter of the pipe. This principle ac-
counts in some cases for excessive corrosion of pipe threads,
fittings, flange bolts, and ot.'ier points of prominence or
sharp curvature on underground metal structures. Where corro-
sion is the, result of a general discharge of current from one'
portion of a metal system to ' some other portion of the system,
the density of the discharge at any point is affected as much
hy the curvature of the surface as by the electrical resistiv-
ity^ of the surrounding soil.

Bright iron is found to be anodic with respect to iron
covered with mill scaile when the two are buried in soil. The
initial potential difference between a pair of such specimens
ranges from. O.IB to C.6 volt, depending upon the hind of soil.
When the specimens are shortcircui ted for a period of weeks
the open-circuit potential difference between the two usual.ly
falls below 0.06 volt and in some soils has been found to re-
verse.

In most soils t.^ie loca.l action on bright iron specimens
is much greater than t.he circuit action between such specimens
and those covered wlt.n mill scaUe,

A contlnuo'uis -"^nd unbroken film of mil], sea]. e retards soil
corrosion but a discontinuous film permits excessive corrosion
at points where the bright iron is e.xposed.

The unequ.'il di strlb'ution of oxygen on buried metal sur-
fa.ces appears to be the chief source of gcilvanic potentials.
Under such conditions areas deficient in oxygen are anodic
v'ith respect to those areas having a greater supply of oxygen.
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Unequal distribution of oxygen occurs in dry or porous
soils and in non-^homogeneous soils. The supply of oxygen
varies with the depth, with moisture content, with the topo-
graphy, cond with the nature of the soil. All such irregulari-
ties give rise to galvanic currents, the character of the cir-
cuits depending upon the degree of irregularity.

Potential differences of from 0.6 to 0.9 volt have been
observed between iron surfaces in contact with soils of dif-
ferent moisture content.

Over a period of 60 days, iron specim.ens were found to
corrode faster and pit deeper in. soils of low m.oisture content
than in those of high moisture content. In the drier soils the
corrosion took the form of rusting, while in the wet soils there
was more of a tendency toward the form^ation of black iron oxide.
The tests do not indicate what the rates of corrosion in hhe
different soils would be over a period of years.

Soil resistivity is can important factor in soil corrosion
but other factors of a less definite nature often are the con-
trolling or major influences.

Many secondary effects such as polarization and the solu-
bility and resistivity of corrosion products, of which little
is known, m.ay have a marked influence on the rate of corrosion.

The experiments here described care not of sufficient scope
to base definite and final conclusions on but thej^ may serve cas

a guide and stimulus for further study of the corrosion problem,

1 2 , Denison, I. A., and R, B. Hobbs, Corroslo n of ferrou 5 metals
in acid soils. BS' J. Resecarch IJ, 126 IT93'^T1 RP69^,

The rates of pitting of ferrous specim.ens at test sites lo-
cated in acid soils are determined chiefly by the total acidity
of the soils. The effect of acidity in inducing corrosion is
attributed to its action in preventing the formation of pro-
tective layers of ferrous and ferric hydroxides. Low rates of
corrosion in mildly alkaline soils result from the part leal

exclusion of oxygen from the cathodic surfaces by adherent
hydroxide films. High rates of corrosion in very acid soils
are explained by assum.ing that the metal ions diffuse readily
outward into the soil and that the cacidity of the soil neu-
tralizes hydrox.yl ions as they are formed at the cathode,
thereby preventing the forma.tion of ca protective rust layer.
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A correlation 'between tne corrosion of specimens in a
laboratory test end the ’total acidity of soils has been ob-
tained. The laboratory test consists in measuring the loss
in weight of small steel disks which have been m.aintained in
contact with moist soils for a period of two weekso

The pitting factor, defined as the ratio of the maximum
depth of pits to the average depth of p„enetration is shown to
be roughly proportional to the rates of uncorroded to corroded
area on a m.etal surfcwce.

Measurements of se^.-'eral physical properties of soils which
determane their permeability are correlated with the pitting
factor, Indicating that the more permeable the soil, exclusive
of sa.nds, the greater is the tendency," for corrosion to take the
form of pitting, other conditions being the sameo Certain very
acid soils may be so iimpermeable tiiat the rate of pitting in
them, is ^'"ery low.

1 3

.

Scott, G.Ib. Application of a few statistical principles to
corrosion problegms. Oil h Gas J., hi, 74 (1934)

.

Txhis is a mat-iema tical paper setting forth a method for
estim.catlng the condition of a pipe line from a relatively few
observations of pit depths along that line,

14,' Rogers, W.-'l t er Fh , G --'.u

s

es of corro

s

ion in alkali knol1 soils «,

ProCoAm.PetTlnst. 15 “ #4," 30 riii^T’.

The level soil of Gulf Coast Texas is frequently broken by
small hummiocks bnich in many instances have been found to be
corrosive to pipe lines passing through them.. There appear to
be two classes of these kriollsn In one class the upper soil
is a sandj^- loam, underlain with sandy clay. The second kind,
known as Alkali knolls, cire compased of a. cream-colored sandy
soil with a similar subsoil. The res'ults of hydrometer analysis
of knolls are given showing percentages of sand ranging from 56
to 00 percent. Rates of pitting in alkali knolls range from 50
to 4o mils per yersr. Tables and curves are given showing the
moisture content of sam.oles from. va,rious knolls taken at dif-
ferent tim:es of the year. Corrosion in alkali knolls is attri-
buted to their perm.eability by air and to the presence of an
optimum amount of moisture,

1 5

.

Noaj-y, V.L, , General considerations on mitigation of elec-
trlcal corrosion of pipe lines. Oil & Gas Jour, l4. No, 21,
gmTi9h)~.

^

The most reliable means of determlnlnfr hot spots is by
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measuring the current flov; on the line at, interval So Simultaneous
records by means of recording millivoltmeters connected across
adjacent lengths of pipe permit the detection of the discharge
of current. Such records are especially helpful in case of
stray currents from electric railway systems. As remedies for
such’ currents the author recommends' bonding of railway track
joints and drainage of the pipe linec Cathodic protection is
also suggested. A:i illustration of such protection is given.

A characteristic of earth currents is their steadiness.
In making a preliminary survey the first step is to take cur-
rent measurements at intervals along the line. In addition,
measurements of soil reslsti^.^lty should be taken at lOO-foot
intervals. In most cases earth currents are picked up by a
pipe line in high resistance areas and discharged in low re-
sistance areas.

Measurements of the potential of the pipe with respect to
the earth by means of a copper-s'ulfat e electrode are helpful
but not always reliable because the potential of the copper-
sulfate electrode with respect to the pipe depends to som.e

extent on the character of the soil separating the electrodes.
The article concludes with a discussion of windmills as a means
of cathodic protection.

1 6 . G-abler , G-. C o
,

and 0 . G. Mudd, Determination of corrosion on
undeii?round pipe lines and m.ethocl.s used in mitigation of
problem. Oil & G-as Jour, # 23 , p. 3^ (1935) •

This is a rather lengthy article covering a variety of
topics and containing many valuable observations. The first
page of the paper deals with the causes of corrosion, from
which deduct'ions are made as to its mitigation through cathodic
orotection. Somie of the results of an examanation of 2200
miles of pipe line are discussed. The instruments used in the
survey are listed. Visual Inspections and pit measurements at
selected points vvere found to be unsatisfactory as indicators
of the condition of the line, and soil resistivity measurements
were not altogether reliable as Indicators, The values of the
current on the line proved to be the m.-.:st reliable Indications
of the condition of the line. These w’ere plotted. Tiie approaich
of the current line to the- zero or base line indicated the loca-
tion of anodic area. The equipm.ent required to make a survey
is described a.nd a drawring is given for special apparatus. The
causes of errors which m:ay be encountered in electrical measure-
ments are discussedo These Include poor contacts, lead resist-
ance, therra.0 junctions, magnetic storm.s, magnetized test rods,
and the effects of rain.
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The paper concludes with a discussion of cathodic protection
usinp: zinc anodes as a source of current «,

1 7 . Pearson, J.M. , Electrical instrunents applied to the study
of pipe line corrosion. Proc.Am. Pet, Inst* I 6

, p.75j

TWWU
This paper discusses refinements in nethods of making elec-

trical measurements with a. view to obtaining readings of maximumi
usefulness and reliability. The methods are applicable to elec-
trolysis surveys and to the studj^ of galvanic corrosion.

An electrical survey of a pipe line consists of two parts;
an exposure survey to determine the extent of the exposure,
and an analytical analysis of the network, yielding a resolu-
tion of the ol.Tserved currents into their components.

Electrical circuits for measuring potential gradients in
the earth are described which are cormpensated for lead resist-
ances and which permit a change in the range of the voltmeter
without changing the total resistance of the external circuit.

An arrangement of apparatus is described for determining
the current flowing to or from a pipe to the earth, the current
flowing across the pipe and the potential of the pipe to the
eartho The resistivity of the soil is also mesisured. By m.eans
of these measurements the electrical circuits are traced.

Auxiliary apparatus for soil surve;,^ work is also described
briefly,

IS. Putnam, J, F.
,

Soil corrosion. Proc, Am. Pet, Inst, 1^, #4-,

p/66 (19T^

An Initial difference of potential exists between two points
on a pipe for som.e reason. This causes corrosion at the anodic
point, and the corrosion products formed at this point shield
it from oxygen with the result that, irrespective of the ini-
tial potential difference, corrosion currents now flow with a
causation potential E of 1.^!- volts. Decomoo sit ion "oroducts

c ‘ ‘

a.t the anode and cathode set up a counter-electromotive force
E,^, The corroslvitv under these conditions is

G = K —-— where K is a constant and R is the resistivity of
n

the corrosion circuit. In confirmation of the theory a table
is shown which givos the rates of corrosion of steel in 4-7

soils together wit!i values for G, K, R and E^ and a description
of the methods whereby these data ’’^:re ob^taihcd.
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Tile relation between the naximur.i pit depth and the dura-
tion of exposure is said to be represented by the equation

P = where K is a, constant ciuiracteri stic of the soil
and T is the. period of exposure^ in years. The loss of weight
is represented by a similar equation ’.Y = KT^*73.

A method of applying, the abo'^me theory to the estimation
of the life of a pipe line is aii^en. This requires the use
of curves which cannot be reproduced here.

1 9 . Brennan,!. F,

,

A mathenatical theor-'^ of corrosion. G-as

.\p-e 75, 359 (1935)

.

A study of data on corrosion leads the author to the con-
clusion that the relation between pit depths and time can be

expressed by the formula y =( A+BZ) 'log +1) v/here = depth

of pitting, x = age in years, z = the Garfield corrosivity
index, A, B and h 'are constants to be derived from a study of
test data,.

20 . Logan, K . H.

,

So i 1 - c o rro s ion studies 193^» Rates of loss of
\'/elglit and pitting' of ferrous specim.ens, MB S J. Research
16,' h31 (May 1936 ); RPS33“.

This is the final report on ferrous specimens buried for
12 years in 23 soils^ a progress report on ferrous speclm.ens
of the sam.e age in 2A less corrosive soils, and a preliminary
report on ferrous allo 3''s buried for 2 .years in l4 soils m.ost
of which are severely corrosive. The report differs from
similar earlier reports in that the standaird errors of the
results are given. Considerable a^ttention hais been giioBii to
the a.pplication of the daita to pipe line corrosion. The re.-

sults are summarized as follows:

1. Serious corrosion of underground pipes frequently oc-
curs in the absence of stray currents, from electrical genera,t-
ing stations. Electrical currents which did not originate in
power houses have been observed on many pipe lines.

2. Soil conditions ha^"e a greater effect than the type of
pipe m.a.teriail in determining the rate of corrosion of ferrous
pipes in the absence of stra.y electric currents.

3 . There is a relaxtion ’'"'etween the a^^erage rate of corro-
sion of iron in soil f'_nd t.’^e sell type, but the dispersion of
the data which m.ahe up tiie p'^errre rat^’ is verj'' large. This is
because conditions within at soil type are not always the same.
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It follows that in a soil type designated as noncorrosive, a
pipe may develop a single leak within a few years, but many
leaks are, not to be expected,

4-, Generally speaking, the larger the area from which the
deepest pit is chosen the deeper the pit. This fact has an
important bearing on the determination of the condition of a
pipe line by means of local inspections. In order to make
pit-depth m.easurement s comparable, similar methods of inspect-
ing pipes must be used,

3 . The relation of the pit dept'ii to the duration of the ex-
posure depends on soil conditions. In contihuouslj,^ wet soils
the penetration is nearly proportional to the tim.e of exposure,
but in well aerated soils pit depths deepen ’^ery slowly after
soil conditions have become stable and corrosion products ha.ve
form.ed on the surface of the pipe. This fact has an Important
bearin.g on the estimation of pipe life. In general, the life
of a pipe should not be estimated sol.ely from its age and the
depth of the deepest pit, because in most soils the rate of
corrosion decreases with the time of e.xposure.

6. The distribution of corrosion usually tends to becom.e
more uniform as the age of the pipe increases.

7 . Under similar soil conditions, the. wrought iron and steel
soeclmens corroded at approximately the same rates during the
first 12 years of exposure. In many of the soils under test,
especially those in the arid regions containing Ifirge amounts
of soluble salts, the ra.te of corrosion of cast iron is some-
what greater than that of steel. From a practical standpoint
the thickness of the material and the nature of the corrosion
products should also be taken into account in determining the
material most suitable for some soil condition.

g . The addition of copper alone to steel does not increase
its resista.nce to the action of' most soils.

9 . The rate of corrosion of pipe underground is not greatly
affected by the removail of mill or foundry scale, but the
available data seem to indicate a slight reduction’ in loss
and penetration when the scale Is removed.

10, No material has been found which wHi withstand corro-
sion under all soil conditions.

The following tentative deductions are based on a relative-
ly few specimens exposed to l4- corrosive soils for approximately
2 years.
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1 . The addition of chromium to steel reduces the rate of loss
of weight but does not prevent serious localized pitting in all
soils. The pitting seems to be worst in soils containing
chlorides.

2. The addition of nickel to iron-chromium alloys seems to
improve their resistance to underg’round corrosion,

3 . An p.lloy containing 12 percent of chromium and 2 percent
of nickel corroded less than an alloy containing more of these
el ement s.

21 , Logan, K . H,

,

Undera:round corrosion. Am. Soc, Civil Engineers
Transactions ].01 , 211 ( 1936 ) .

This paper is a non-t eclmical discussion of underground cor-
rosion from an engineering viewrpoint, summarizing ctnd interpretii'g
the results of research conducted b 3

'' the Mtitl'-nal Bureau of
Standards, The article contains no information which will not
be found in other articles reviewed elsevahere in this letter
circular,

2 2 , Logan, K . H, , Soil-corrosion s tud.ies 193^» Rates of loss of
weight and penetrat ion of non- f errous materials. NFS J.
Research 1_7, 7^1 ('1936~)1 RP9^5«

This is a report on non-ferrous materials exposed to five or
m.ore soils for periods of from, two to ten years. A table of soil
properties is given and the compositions of the materials tested
are shown. Most of the specimens are alloys of copper but somiC
data on lead, zinc and aluminum are included. A section of the
paper deals with the interaction of brass, lead and steel when
these metals are connected as in wa.ter service pipes. The fol-
lowing is a summary of the paper.

1. No metal or alloy has been found superior to all others
for all soil conditions, but for each condition some suitable
material is available.

2, With but few exceptions the rates of loss of weight and
penetration were less for the non-ferrous specimens than for
the ferrous specimens subjected to the samie soil conditions.

3

,

Lead in contact with some soils became badly pitted
within a few years. Until the causes of this pitting are better
understood, cable sheaths should be placed in direct contact
only with soils known to be non-corrosive.
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4o The differences in the rates of corrosion of different
varieties of lend were small hut the purest lead corroded the
lenst. Antimoriial lead aeppeared to co^r^rode at a slightly higher
r'-'te than the comiiiercio.l lead cahle sneaths.

5 . The rate -of corrosion of lend gradually decreased in some
soils bu.t ap'peered to he rnpintained in certain soils such as
t ida,l ma,r s h.e s

.

6, The presence of chloriiies, hicarbonatesj and particula.rly
sulfates, in soils, fa^^ors the formation of films or deposits
which retard corro.sion .of leado • •

7» Copper and "'l.loys hip’h in copper corroded slowly in most
soils. The highest rates of corrosion of co;pper occurred in
soils containing sulfides,

ge The rates of corrosion of all. coopc^r alloj.ps were higher
in cinders than in any type of soil tested,

9 . The corrosion of copper and higdi-copper alloys was more
nearly uniform o‘"er the surface than was the corrosion of fer-
rous materials to most soils.

10. I'luntz me';.,’, d-zincifled in ri conslderabl e number of soils
and probably shG,,Id not be exposed to severe soil conditions.

71 . The rates Lh" corrosion of copper P:nd brass apoea.red to
ci.iange less ’’ath tine than did the correspondin.g rates for
ferrous materials.

12. Zinc corroded
,

rco.ther rrspldly in ’ a fe’” soils. In some
soils the lo 'eight of zinc was nearly proportional to
the duration of the exoosure. . In such soils effective pro-
tective films were not formed. The protection iviiich a zinc
coating affords under such soil conditions is the result of
cathodic protection at the expen fie of the zinc or due to the
coi’rosion resistance of the zinc-iron a.lloy layers.

Ij), Aluminum and sjme of its czlloys corroded rapidly under
most of the soil conditions to which they z/ere exposed.

14, The interconnection of dissimilar metals exposed to
soil resulted in the oartial protection of one of them and
in m.ore ra,T3id corrosion of the ot’ier. Sometimes, however, the
formation of corrosion products of one of the materials pre-
wunted continued corrosion.
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2 3 . Logan ,
K. H. , The u se of non-ferrous raetalo underground.

Oil 1 Gas Journal, jG, #19, p .137 (1936).

This is a summary o.G 'the results presented in the Bureau
of Standards Journal of Research. 721, and 1^, 3^^-j reviewed
elsewhere in this letter circular, (See Nos. 22 and 22).

2 4- , Denison, I. A,, S l. ectrolyt ic mea surement of corrosiveness of
soils, BS J. Research 1_7, 363 ( 1936 ) ;

RP912.

Ta.ble 1 gives the homes and locations of the first 47 soils
used in the Bureau of Standards soil corrosion investigation with
their moisture equi’^''a.lents, pH values, total acidities, elec-
trical resistivities, and the com".)Osition of their water extracts.

A cell for testing soils consists essentially of two steel
electrodes separated by a layer of moist soil as an electrolyte,
the whole being: contained in a brass ring which form-s oart of
the external circuit. By aerating the eiectrodes differentially^
the cell can be made to generate an emf which. is characteristic
of the cell conditions.

Current density - potential measurements were made after
the cell had been on closed circuit from 24 to 3^ hours, ' The
current density was increLised in definite steps by/" impressing
an external emf, and the resulting i'3olarization potentials were
determined by deducting the IR drop across the cell from the
impressed voltage. The resistance of tho cell was Pleasured by
alternating current immediately after the current was cut off.
(in a later paper a. simpler method of obtaining polarization
potentials is described).

The relative positions of the current density-potential
curves would be expected to indicate thu corrosivity of the
soils tested.

Measurements of the electrical properties of the corrosion
cells with no applied em.f were made at frequent intervals on the
cells previously used for the current density-potential measure-
ments, Curves show tie relation between the current d.ensity
and the time, with the cells short-circuited, the change in the
emf of the cells with timr^ anC- the change in the resistance of
the cel], with. time. In. general as the age of the cell increases
there is an increase in resistance, a decrease in emf, and a
decrease in current density. The sha,pes of the curves differ
with the soils. The behavior of the cell with saturated soil
is different from that for a soil containing less moisture.
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Correlations are shown between the current
cell and the loss of weight of the steel disc,
the cell tests are compared with the results of
pipes to the same soils in the field. For most
a correlation between the laboratory and the fi

density of the
The results of
exposures of
soils there is

eld data.

The following conclusions were reached:

1. A corrosion cell that was designed for the testing of
soils contains two electrodes of the same ferrous metal,
separated by a layer of moist soil as the electrolyte. By
aerating the cathode more than the anode and closing the
external circuit, the cell was enabled to develop its own emf,

2. The quantity of electricity developed by the cell over
a 2-weehs

'
period is approximately proportional to the loss

of weight of the anode and to corrosion losses in field tests.

3. The corrosion test may be accelerated by the use of an
external emf. From, the relation between current density and
the voltag:e impressed across the cell, corrected for IR drop,
the relative corrosiveness of soils can be predicted.

4-, The time curves of voltage, current and resistance of
corrosion cells that operated with only the emf associated
with corrosion, were influenced bj^ the physical and chemical
properties of soils.

5 . The chief factors that induce corrosion in soils are
high concentrations of soluble salts, especially those of
the alkali metals, and high acidity. Both factors tend to
increase the solubility of the hydroxides of iron and to pre-
vent the formation of protective layers of corrosion products.

6. Corrosion is relatively slight, exceot under conditions
of poor drainage, in soils in which the content of bicarbonate
in a water extract of the soil is equivalent to the sum of the
calcium and magnesium ions. Well aerated soils, in which the
hydroxides of iron a.re precipitated in imimediate contact with
the corroding surface, are usually non-corrosive.

7e The results of a laboratory test on a soil were corre-
lated with the loss in weight and the depth of the deepest
pit on 1 sq ft of ferrous materials exposed to that soil for
12 years.

5. A laboratory test of corrosiveness of soils, such as
that described in this paper, is an essential part of any ra-
tional procedure for calculating the life of pipe in a given
soil or the number of leaks likely to develop on a section of
pipe line in any period.
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.

Hough, T.B, and Ac B, Allyne, Disslmilo.r metal corrosion in
soilsa G-'^g 1^, #5> p.l^ ( 1-936 )

.

An investigation of tge condition of steel nipe near brazed
joints and necor brass v.alves led to the follov.ang conclusions:

1.

In some soils no appreciable corrosion of steel in contact
with brass occurs.

2. In other soils accelerated corrosion of the steel occurs
within 3 inches of the brass.

3 . If the two metals can be separated in effect by applying a
protective coating to the steel, it is probable that no
corrosion will occur.

In a test in which steel and copper pipes were connected
and placed in sa,lt water, no polarization was observed so long
as the water was in motion. "We nave observed no serious corro-
sion of steel mains connected to copper mains but have observed
rapid corrosion of steel fittings connected to large surfaces
of copper pipe." The relative ar^as of copper and steel are
very important.

The residual potential differences between polarized
copper and steel ’was found to ranc’e between O.OO 5 and 0.2 volt,

26

.

Hughes, T.W., The corrosion of underground a a s maans and
services. Gas Joar.^TLondon) 21

3

, 309 (193^).

The ’'.''/ater content of the soil is of first-rate importance.
The physical nature of the soil is more important than its
chemical composition. The greOvtest a;.raount of corrosion is
suffered in cla.y and shale soils. Pure iron, wrought iron
and steel in the Australian Gas Light Go. expei'lence are
equally prone to corrosion. Spun-cast iron is somewhat more
prone to pitting than is sand-cast iron.

2 7

.

Burns, R, M, , The corrosion of metals . I, Me chain i sm of
corrosion processes. Bell Telephone System Tec'linical
Journal 1B> 20; II. Lead and load-alloy cable sheathing.

Bell System Tech. Jhl. 1^, 203 ( 1936 )

.

These articles deal with the -principles of corrosion es-
pecially^ with respect to lead and ai"t: of such a nature as to
render abstracts of little v«lue. Those interested in the
theory of corrosion and in corrosion processes ’’hull find a
study of these articles veip hei ,
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23 . Lofran, K. H. and . 5. P, Ewinr» Soil corrosion studies 19'^5^ -

Field tests of nonbl tumi n o

u

s co r.tl np~s for underground use.
IIBS J.' Researciri^, ( March' 1937) ;

RP922.

This is Pi report on the results of exposures of metallic
coatings to from F to 47 soils for G to 10 years. The coatings
include lead, zinc and aluminum. A "brief report on some new
non-hiturainous non-metallic coatings exposed for 2 years to l4
soils is included. The paper also Includes data on the proper-
ties of the soils to which the coatings ''.'^ere exposed. The sum-
m.ary of this paper is as followes:

1. V/lth the exception of the lead-coated specimens, all of
the coating.’s treated appear to ha'.^e .reduced the rate of corro-
sion of steel during the period of the test.

2. None of the costings has a perfect record for a^ll speci-
mens removed, although in some c.ases of short-time exposures
the rusting of the protected pipe was probably caused by mois-
ture entering through the ends of the s'pecimens and not through
the coating.

3 . Specimens calorlzed by the powder process sho’''ed somew^hat
higher rates of loss of weight and somewhat lower rates of maxi
mum penetration than those calorized by the dip process.

4 . Lead is sufficiently corrodible in most soils to result
in the perforation of lead coatings of the thichness used in
these tests whthin ].0 years. After the lead has been punctured
accelerated corrosion may occur because of differences of po-
tential between lead and steel.

5 . Over a 10-year period, the rates of loss of weight of
galvanized steel were from one-half to one-fifth tlie rates for
bare steel.

6. G-alvanized steel corrodes m.ost rapidly in poorly drahned
acid soils and in those high in salts.

7 . For long periods of exposure, thich zinc coatings are
superior to thin ones. A coating of 2.o ounces per square foot
of exposed surface prevented the form.ation of mea.surable pits
in all but one soil for a period of 10 years.

2. The type of ferrous material to wdnich the zinc is applied
does not have an appreciable effect on the rate of corrosion of
galvanized materiads during the first 10 3''ears of exposure.
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9. The rate of corrosion of galvanized steel is lower than
that of either zinc or steel alone,

10. Foundry and mill scale do not protect ferrous materia.ls
against underground corrosion.

11. The coverings over the lead sheath in parkway cable pre-
vent serious corrosion of the sheath for a period of 12 years
at lea. st,

12. Of a group of nonmetallic and nonbituminous coatings,
vitreous-enemal a.nd hard-rubber coatings afforded the best
protection over a 2-year period of exposure.

Thin coatings in this group permitted moisture to reach
the pipe and rusting followed.

13. It is not possible to determine from the da.ta presented
whether or not any of the coatings would be advisable under any
of the soil conditions studied because this is an economic
problem depending largely on the cost of the coating and other
factors.

29 . Bredberg, L.S., Determining m.eans of reducing’ pipe line
corrosion by analysis of soil. Oil & G-as Jour. 3^ # 5 ,

p,63"(l937)

The Magnolia Petroleum Co. tests soils along its right-of-
way to determine the type of coating required for its pipe
line. Shepard cane resistance measurem.ent s are made at 200-
foot intervals. A. soil sample is taken when the soil changes
or there is some indication of a bad condition. Tests of these
samples consist of pH determina.tions, resistivity measurements
of the saturated soils, and the Corfield electrolytic test.
The soils are classified as to corrosiveness according to the
data thus obtained.

30 , Ewing, S.P., Corrosion of metals In soils as a factor in
selecting m.aterials for pipe lines. Oil & Cas Jour. 36 ,

#20V~::51, 5 30~~Ti^ )T
^

Comparisons of the pit depths on Bureau of Standards soil-
corrosion specimens with their content of carbon, silicon,
manganese, copper, sulfur, and phosphorus show no correlation
between pit depths a.nd anj/' of these elements except phosphorus.
The pit depths seem to decrease '’hth increased phosphorus con-
tent, It is suggested that the superior corrosion-resisting
properties of old wrought iron pipe m.ay be due to high phos-
phorus content.
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Cast iron containing percent of silicon is very re-
sistant to soil corrosion^ The addition of 3 percent of chromium
ho.s practically no. heneficial effect on reducing pitting (in
soils). The addition of higher percentages of chrom.ium and
nicliel reduced the losses of weight materially, but the cor-
rosion was localized and in some cases rather severe.

Copper is seriously pitted by cinders contcolning particles
of carbon and is affected by soils containing hydrogen -sulfide.
The corrosion rates of copper and high copper alloys is usually
much less than those of common ferrous metals. The rate of
pitting of cooper does .not decrease as in the case of ferrous
m.etalSo The cori-oslorf of iron may be accelerated by the con-
nection of cooper to it.

.

Soils containing sulfates or ' carbonates cause
the formation of films on lead which tend to protect it. Oxy-
gen, nitrates, chlorides, alkalis and orga.nlc acids tend to
corrode lead, .i:. cable is given shoohng t'liree groups of soils
and their effects on lead.

Specimens -f galvanized pipe ca.rryinp’ 2,82 ounces per
sc^uare foot of csi le surface shows pitting: in only one of
4-1 soils to wh.i- :c th ry were exposed for approximately ten years.

Rates cf ’P'. ,-s ''-eight of galvanized specimens were from
1/10 to 1/2 tho , of bare steel specimens exposed to the same
soil conditions

Specimens of leo,d--coated pipe in the Bureau of Standards
tests generall/c yielded unsatisfactory results, A list of
references to articles on underground corrosion is given,

31 . Rogan, K.H, , S, P. Ewing, an d I, A, Denison, Soil corrosion
testi ng-. Part of ''Sympo sium on test ing procedures" pub-
lished by the American Society for Testing Materials, 19 37.

In the inti'oduct ion of the paper the processes of corrosion
in soils are briefly cxolalned a.nd it is shown that soil condi-
tions are genera.lly favorable to corrosion. The sources of
corrosion f.a.ta are disc'ussed, the Influence of the period of
exposure, and the .area, of the test specimens on the results
of tests are described. The recuirements for satisfactory
field tests ar^ outlined, A laboratory test procedure
is described. This consists of placing a ssim.ple of soil in a
test cell under conditions controlled as to the moisture con-
tent, compactness and aeration of the soil sample. The cell
consists of an Insulated ring holding the corroding specimen,
i-'^hich is in the form of a disc, and a screen of the ScCjne metal.
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between which the soil under investig-ation is placed. A layer
of soil is also placed outside the screen. After the cell has
reached a condition of equili'brium, a series of currents are
passed through the cell and the polarization potentials result-
ing from these currents are noted.

The average current density corresponding to the range from
0 to 0c3 volt is taken as a measure of the corrosiveness of the
soil. The results of tests of soils ha'^e been correlated with
the known pit depths fou.nd in these soils and the corrosivity
of these soils is expressed in terras of the pit depth (k) on a
unit area after an exposure for a unit period. To be able to
predict the behavior of a metal in soils one must know not
only the corrosiveness of the soil f.s indicated by the test
but also the effect of time and exposed area^ i.e,, the cor-
rosivity of the soil is expressed by three factors. A table
of these factors for the ^7 soils in t'he original Bureau of
Standards soil corrosion tests is given. The relation between
these factors is tentatively expressed by the form;ula

P = kA^T*^, in which P is the averagre of the deepest pits on a
series of samples each having an area A after a period of ex-
posure T. k is the inherent corrosivity of the soil and may
"be found by t'he above described test. The exponent a is a
factor representing: the diversity of the conditions of exposure
and has a value of from 0.03 to 0,32 for the soils referred to.
The time exponent "n" depends on tlie aeration of the soil and
for the soils tested ranges between 0 and 0,92,
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